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Executive Summary

There is a growing trend globally where more and more service providers,

network operators and enterprises are deploying managed WiFi services for

their subscribers and guests to use when visiting venues and when travelling.

Managed WiFi is an unexploited business opportunity for service providers

and network providers.

A WiFi network is a great advantage for doing business with service providers

and enterprises by offering on premise platform and services.



New concept, new demands

Attractive, relevant and intuitive experience when accessing the WiFi services

Over the next years, while travel is growing in most of the major markets around the globe, we will see

mobile continuing to be a hot platform, as well as social media and digital innovations as tools to

engage customers and build loyalty.

• Possibility to login using the user’s language.

• Captive portal (Welcome Portal) invites and involves guests. Promotions and events. 

• Apps with weather forecast or places of interest

• Easy & quick way to login thanks to Social login (Facebook/Twitter/Google+/ LinkedIn, Amazon...) 

and to share

the experience using “I like” or “ I follow”

• Quick registration but collecting guests’ data, email validation

• Security on data retention: registration by sending an SMS and receiving SMS with credentials



Hotspot Manager is an all-in-one appliance, developed with the purpose to improve the

business activity of Distributors, ISPS, WISPs, Telecom, network Operators, WiFi Network

Manager, Installers and System Integrators who want to give a high value solution to their

customers.

Market targets



Sales Key Points



Robust       Secure Scalable     Adaptable    Unique



HSNM sales tools 

Key points to attract your customers

Hotspot Manager is a complete solution, unique in its sector.

Management can be divided into two main parts:

• Back-end Management and complete control of the networks: Hotspot and PPPoE
(WiFi plans, bandwidth modulation/options, wide-chain authentication, logs, data
collections, guest connectivity information, etc.)

• Front-end Welcome Portal and Advertising (multiple authentication methods, Social
login (Facebook, Twitter, Google, LinkedIn, Instagram), Apps, custom voucher and
cards, prepaid methods, credit cards, surveys, advertising campaigns, etc.)



The user experience

The new trend of Internet is to customize every aspect of every business. HSNM offers

fully customizable welcome portals so that they look in line with your customer and the

business brand.



Welcome Portal Intro

Intro page is the first page that guests experience when they get connected to the Wi-Fi

network. Beautiful images or videos.



Welcome Portal

A mean for transmitting information and advertising, with banners, applications custom,

images and video in the intro

Customized App

Ad Banner



Welcome Portal 100% responsive

Responsive: HSNM identifies the device resolution, recognizing if the user is connected

from a mobile device or a laptop/computer. Welcome Portal is 100% responsive and it

perfectly adapts to iPhone, iPad, Android..

Custom languages for the guests.5 default languages + 3 custom languages





Login Methods

A key success factor is to offer the end-user an attractive, relevant and intuitive experience

when they access the WiFi service. Users tend to otherwise abandon WiFi, which will limit

the interest.

The user will normally login to public WiFi through the device browser and a captive portal.

This login process is a great opportunity to engage the user with a relevant message and/or

survey.

These messages and the portal design may be tailored to each location and/or location

type. The portal design and content may either be controlled by the network provider, the

service provider or the venue owner (enterprise).



Login Methods

Login methods and their benefits

MANUAL LOGIN
Users may access to WiFi using credentials upon their choice or
through their service provider or venue owner. The service is
either free, charged prepaid with online top-up or postpaid.

SOCIAL LOGIN
Users may access through Facebook, Google+, Twitter, Instagram,
LinkedIn, Amazon, VKontakte login using their social credentials.
Integration with Microsoft Active Directory (LDAP).

MICRO INQUIRY

During login process, a user may have to complete micro inquiry
before gaining access to WiFi. This inquiry will give the service
provider and/or venue owner access to information about the
user, to engage with the user with relevant offers and directed
advertisements.

OTP LOGIN Users may access to WiFi using One Time Password sent via SMS



Login Methods

Login methods and their benefits

SMS VALIDATION

This access method is used to verify the user’s identity and to
capture their mobile number. The users type their mobile number
and receive an SMS with the password. The user get access by
simply typing the code into the captive portal.
Another method is that users have to send an SMS to a specified
number, then HSNM validates the number and users get access.

EMAIL 
VALIDATION

This access method is similar to SMS validation with the link 
distributed through an e-mail. It can also be used just to verify the 
user’s email address and to capture it.

CARD LOGIN

The service provider or venue owner may sell WiFi access through 
a printed card check, where the user is typically given access to 
WiFi for e.g. one hour, four hours etc. Access can be free or 
prepaid.



Login Methods

Login methods and their benefits

CLICK & 
CONNECT

This method is probably the simplest way for the user to access
WiFi, but gives the venue owner or service provider no
opportunity for any granular marketing campaigns or offerings.
This method is typically used at locations where the venue owner
pays for the access, e.g. an enterprise or conference location.

SHARED 
PASSWORD 

This method a simple way for the user to access WiFi, but gives the 
venue owner or service provider no opportunity for any granular 
marketing campaigns or offerings. Used at locations where the 
venue owner pays for the access and want to grant free WiFi to the 
guests.

SPONSORED 
LOGIN

The user may need to view commercial information such as a short 
film to be given WiFi access free-of-charge. The access to WiFi is 
sponsored by this supplier of commercial information.



Login Profiles

A quick login without any requirements. Some places want to offer complimentary services

and amenities their guests, without requiring registration. Login must be intuitive and quick

Complimentary Access



Login Profiles

The options of login include with one click, social login, username and/or password,

possibility to ask more information to collect data of the users and export them: marketing

and advertising (you can set the data you wants to ask).

The most famous social 
networks at your service



Decide the traffic, time and number of connections at the same time and decide the extra

connection fee policy.

Complete autonomy in managing products. Keep 100% of the profit

Built in payment gateways: in case of service with fee-based plans, you can set easy

methods of payment: using credit cards: HSNM supports the most common payment

gateways: Paypal/PayFast/Authorize.net/eWay...

Vouchers: customize template, texts, set duration, limits and other key data which limit the

usage as desired.

Wi-Fi flexible plans



Surveys

Monitor the quality of service provided to the guests using surveys, customize the graphics,

the type of question and response options. It reports results in real time, saving hours of

paperwork and avoiding negative reviews.

Response options



Surveys

A satisfied customer is the best advertising that your business can receive.

Get Feedback via site surveys and real-time feedback notification

Improve online reputation and increase published positive reviews.

Real-time feedback notification

Do you prefer to know any kind of disappointment of your guest while still staying at your

place rather than a bad review on TripAdvisor?

Increase published positive reviews, avoid negative ones and make your guests come back.



Advertising

Promote the business on the devices that people use every day. Ads run on all devices,

everything is visible and sensitive of each screen size.



Injecting in the Welcome Portal

Inject advertising contents, promotional messages in the Welcome Portal, implementing a

broad range of ad options to maximize the earning potential



Tenant account for the advertiser

Advertise to millions of people and earn money from advertising, all in one place.

A tenant account for the advertiser who can monitor and control the campaigns, clicks and

impressions.



GPS tracking

Track the route using GPS

HSNM has expanded the possibility to offer connection even to moving vehicles. Enable

GPS tracking and track the location of your mobile WiFi networks, increasing opportunities:

trains, boats, planes, buses, vessels, ships, and cruise liners. Display the route of your

vehicles on your website or Welcome Page App.



Target your AD based on GPS

Display location dependent different Ads, Messages or video

Target your Ad campaigns based on GPS coordinates and benefit from localised

advertisements. Trigger banners, messages and videos, during the various stages of a route.

Share information about places of interest, restaurants, museums, etc. encouraging

customers to explore their surroundings.



• Create his own Cloud Service

• No limit of users/visitors or concurrent users.

• Traceability. Logs of user traffic

• Multi-tenant Management: administrator, resellers, managers

with their own credentials and permissions

• For a group of resorts, the manager can use the domain to let the visitor have the same policies and

login credentials

• Mac address recognition

• Custom cards and vouchers and print them or export the file in CSV to be sent to a printing shop

• Statistics and data: grouped by reseller/manager/gateway

• Define the kind of service: free, paid, partly free (both traffic and time) or Ad sponsored

• Flexible plans: set max/min and eventually modulated based on traffic to avoid that excessive bandwidth

to a user, affects the experience of other users

Benefits of the platform



The best version for you

• Hardware 

Appliance provided as desktop and 

also rack mountable 1U. The product is 

ready to work 

• Virtual Appliance

A virtual appliance that runs on 

VMware player, VMware vSphere or 

convertible in other virtual systems



HSNM License levels

Hotspot Manager is a Pay-As-You-Grow solution
This means that you can start with a basic product proposal and increase the performance of the product in the

near future. You have just increase the level of the license and add only the price difference, pro-rated, among

the current license and the following one.

Scalable license levels

License levels
Max networks (max.

routers)

1 1

2 5

3 10

4 20

5 50

6 100

7 150

8 250

9 350

10 unlimited

• 1 NETWORK = 1 GATEWAY (1 Router)



ADS module License levels

HSNM ADS  is a Pay-As-You-Grow module

License levels
Max active 

AD campaigns

1 5

2 10

3 15

4 25

5 50

6 100

7 150

8 250

• Active campaigns  = concomitant 

AD campaigns



HIGH AVAILIBILITY

High availability means having systems that are designed to ensure the survival of the

service facing unexpected events, whether hardware or software type.

HSNM is designed to respond to any negative events that can reasonably happen in order

to continue to provide services without blocks for Customers.

Ensuring high-value services and their continuity is one of the main missions of the

Hotspot Manager.

Definition



Round Robin Hosts: more than one HSNM provide services based on a circular order. In

this way the work load is distributed (Load balancing).

If a host is off or has problems, all requests arrive to other active hosts.

This opportunity has been present for some time in the HSNM but the customer had to use

the external DB.

Data replication: allows you to have the same data synchronized in real time across

multiple HSNMs. The replication system adopted is Multi Master Circular Replication

"where on all the involved hosts, reading and writing can be performed and the data are

propagated by each member to the rest of the group.

If a host is off, or has problems or is switched on again, other hosts reconfigure themselves

automatically.

It is very simple to activate!

HIGH AVAILIBILITY

How it is obtained




